
 

 

 

 

 

 

Organiser’s Comments (Sue Sherwood) 

The Club Championships were held on a beautiful cold, crisp day with wonderful views from the top 
of Bickerton Hill.  The total number of competitors was lower than expected, possibly due to the 
cold weather and the event being held on a Saturday, but this meant that there was more than 
sufficient food and drink supplied by Jill Barnes and her social team for the competitors, helpers 
and club members to enjoy. 

I would like to thank all helpers who endured the cold early start, Norman Hall, Alan Mullock, John 
Sherwood, Mike Round, Simon and Clare Crocker and the equally cold finish, Malcolm Irvine and 
Nigel Beasant, and those who manned registration, Dennis and Margaret Murphy, and ran the SI 
system in the Hall, Sian Calow, Will Bell, Iain Bell and Steve Ingleby allowing Pete Owens to 
calculate the Club Championship winners for this year. 

Thank you also to Robin Tilston for planning courses, Terry Harper for placing controls and acting 
as Planner on the day, and John Hateley for Controlling. 

Planners Comments (Robin Tilston) 

I came to be involved in the planning of this event by default. Terry' wife, Jenny, had problems with 
her new hip joint and he did not know if he could devote the time required for the planning. 

My first attempts were of my usual the "I'll give them a run for their money" course but it was 
pointed out that the runners needed to be back for the AGM and food not still 'enjoying' my fiendish 
offering.  This shortened up the courses by about 50%. You got lucky. What little I saw of the hill 
was limited by my 'good' left knee starting down the track of my now replaced right knee! I found a 
few interesting map errors and control sites together with some sites I didn't think you would want 
to visit. 

Terry says that the courses went well so we must have achieved something. I say we because it 
was a joint effort - Terry, Jon and myself. 

Unfortunately, due to a senior moment about the date of the event I arranged to have a visit from a 
student who lived with us about 20 years ago.  We had not seen her for 11 years and would stay 
with us on Friday night. My calendar had the event on Sunday, which resulted in my absence on 
the day. 
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Controller’s Comments (Jon Hateley) 

Team Tilston/Harper/Hateley contrived to develop a vastly more complicated flow diagram than the 
‘Event Planning & Map Printing version 3’ chart printed on page 9 of the latest newsletter!  We had 
maps and courses in multiple formats flying in all directions with extra consultation stages and 
feedback loops.  And it all went very well.  I think probably my biggest challenge was hiding the 
Yellow course from the eyes of a curious 10-year old. 

Checking the controls early Saturday morning was a delight … if a bit of a chilly one.  The only 
problem was a missing box on Maiden Castle.  Many thanks to Steve Ingleby, Terry and Paul 
Chavasse for helping collect the controls in.  I was hoping to get back in time to enjoy one of 
Evelyn’s ‘between the ponds’ control cakes, however I mispunched and ate a ‘boulder field’ 
instead. 

 

 

 

 


